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31 The days are surely coming, says the Lord, when I will make a new covenant with the 
house of Israel and the house of Judah. 32 It will not be like the covenant that I made with 
their ancestors when I took them by the hand to bring them out of the land of Egypt—a 
covenant that they broke, though I was their husband, says the Lord. 33 But this is the 
covenant that I will make with the house of Israel after those days, says the Lord: I will 
put my law within them, and I will write it on their hearts; and I will be their God, and 
they shall be my people. 34 No longer shall they teach one another, or say to each other, 
"Know the Lord," for they shall all know me, from the least of them to the greatest, says 
the Lord; for I will forgive their iniquity, and remember their sin no more.  (Jer. 31:31-34 
NRSV) 
 
6 As for me, I am already being poured out as a libation, and the time of my departure has 
come. 7 I have fought the good fight, I have finished the race, I have kept the faith. 8 From 
now on there is reserved for me the crown of righteousness, which the Lord, the righteous 
judge, will give me on that day, and not only to me but also to all who have longed for his 
appearing.  (2 Tim. 4:6-8 NRSV) 
 

1 
 I was looking through some old stuff and came across a stack of report cards.  It 
must have been in a mother's job description to save that sort of stuff.  Occasionally I open 
the box she saved for me and sift through my early life.  There are newspaper clippings, 
swimming lesson certificates, letters, and loads of photographs. 
 At any rate…on this walk down memory lane I was amused by the report cards… 
and particularly the teacher comments every six-week grading period.  Here is a sampling:  
"Billy plays well with his classmates."  Yes, I was known as Billy then I was a kid.  "Billy’s 
cursive is coming along well."  Here is the most frequent comment:  "Billy is easily 
distracted in class."   
 I read through several years’ worth of report cards until the following comment 
caught my eye.  It was from kindergarten.  The teacher wrote to my parents, "Could you 
work with Billy on his drawing.  He draws outside the lines."   
 I don't remember what (if anything) my parents did with this request from Ms. 
Thomas…but I learned to "draw inside the lines" in my coloring books.  In fact, I became 
very good at it.  I'm still good at it.  I'd hold up my ability to draw within the lines against 
any of you.   
 You learned to draw within the lines in your coloring books, too.  You had to in 
order to receive your teacher’s approval…to make sure your classmates wouldn't laugh at 
you…and to grow into a solid, trustworthy citizen.  Clearly someone who cannot draw 
inside the lines is not to be trusted. 
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 But as we mature we gain perspective.  We learn to question the lines that have 
been drawn for us…the lines we are being asked to conform to…and we realize that in 
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some cases we may have been sold a bill of goods.  We begin to question parameters we 
thought were so important…parameters we thought were True (with a capital T).  We 
begin to question who drew those lines and what staying within the lines does to us and to 
the world around us.  We begin to wonder who really is served when all our energy is 
spent on making sure we or anyone else never draws outside the lines.   
 In our reading from 2 Timothy, Paul wrote:  "I have fought the good fight, I have 
finished the race, I have kept the faith."  He was not talking about just any race or fight, 
was he?  He was not talking about being conformed to just any set of priorities, any 
ideology, any loyalties.  He was talking about what happened when he let his life be 
defined by the love of God…and specifically, the love of God made clearest through the 
life of Jesus.   

Continuing the metaphor of a coloring book and drawing within the lines, Paul quit 
letting anyone or anything other than God determine the template for his life.  The mile-
markers of his race involved conforming to a way of thinking and speaking and being and 
living “drawn” for him by God. 
 The prophet Jeremiah said it was God who puts a new heart within us.  Since it was 
God who built our hearts, it is God alone who knows how that new heart is meant to 
work.  Why let anyone else tell us how that heart is meant to work?  For Jeremiah, for 
Jesus, and for Paul this meant that if we allow anyone other than God to be the architect of 
our lives then inevitably our lives will be poorly constructed.  

3 
 Thomas Merton was an insightful Trappist monk of the last century.  He used a 
different metaphor to describe what it is like when we settle for the wrong 
template…when we draw inside the wrong lines.  Merton said that so often we spend our 
whole life climbing the ladder of success, only to find when we get to the top, our ladder is 
leaning against the wrong wall.1  We all understand what he meant, don't we? 
 As a way to avoid leaning his ladder against the wrong wall, Paul would not let 
anyone or anything other than God determine the lines within which he would live and 
move and have his being.  His starting point was the faith of Israel…a faith rich in history, 
the insight of the prophets, and the wisdom of the Psalms.  It was a faith founded upon a 
relationship with a God who was attentive to the cries of Hebrew slaves…a God who 
delivered those slaves from the hands of Pharaoh and tenderly led them to a Promised 
Land.  The faith of Israel bound Paul to God…heart, body, mind, and spirit. 

Paul grew into a good and faithful Jew.  This provided him a rich and wonderful 
way of being.  His Jewish faith grounded him in love of God and neighbor.  He never 
imagined the devout life would call him outside the prescribed lines.  But the risen Christ 
addressed him on the road to Damascus and suddenly God's purpose for his life came into 
clearer focus. 
 Some people say that at that point he quit being a Jew…that he turned his back on 
his Jewish heritage.  But such a claim misrepresents not just Paul, but Judaism.  Paul never 
thought of himself as anything but a good and faithful Jew.  Neither did Jesus.   
 What happened to Paul was that Jesus reshaped and reformed his Jewish faith.  
Jesus helped him see that by focusing upon keeping the letter of the law he ran the risk of 
missing its deeper meaning.  The risen Jesus helped him see it was far easier to abide by a 
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law than it was to allow the essence of that law to change and reform his new heart 
Jeremiah had talked about. 
 Here are a few examples.  Jesus said:  "You have heard it said, 'You shall not 
murder, and anyone who murders will be subject to judgment.’ But I tell you that anyone 
who is angry with a brother or sister will be subject to judgment."2   
 Jesus said:  “You have heard it said, ‘You shall not commit adultery.’  But I tell you 
that anyone who looks at a woman lustfully has already committed adultery with her in 
his heart."3 
 Jesus said:  "You have heard it said, ‘An eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth.’  But 
I tell you, do not resist an evil person. If anyone slaps you on the right cheek, turn to them 
the other cheek also…"4 
 Or consider a last example:  Jesus said:  "You have heard it said, ‘Love your 
neighbor and hate your enemy.’ But I tell you, love your enemies and pray for those who 
persecute you."5 
 Everything Jesus said here was at the bedrock of the Jewish faith of his day and the 
faith Paul learned from his youth.  The problem was it was far easier to abide by a law 
than to do the hard and thoughtful work of realizing what that law meant.  Let me turn 
again to my kindergarten experience.  I got so good at drawing within the lines that I 
thought that was all that mattered.  I got so good at it that I didn't know how to draw 
outside the lines…and harshly judged anyone who did. 
 In the first church I served there was a family that sent their daughter to a Christian 
school on the edge of town.  As a part of daily instruction she memorized scripture 
verses…which is a good thing.  Once in the Sunday school I was teaching she recited the 
verses she had learned the preceding week.  When she was finished I asked her what the 
verses meant.  She looked at me with a puzzled look on her face.  She didn't even have a 
clue that there was supposed to be a meaning…or that the scriptures existed in the first 
place to help lay out a template for faithful living.  The brand of faith she was being taught 
in that school said the point of Christian faith was to memorize the verses…to draw within 
the lines. 
 That may seem like an extreme example…but it is not at all uncommon, is it!  I 
mean, how many times do we read Jesus' words about loving our enemy and then feel 
hardly any disconnect when contempt and hatred shape our attitude and behavior?  How 
many times do we read Jesus' words about forgiving one who has wronged us but seem 
undisturbed about harboring deep grudges or exacting vengeance?  How many times do 
we hear Jesus saying that if we follow him we will have compassion for the widowed, the 
orphaned, the sick and helpless…but we blithely develop plans and support policies that 
do nothing to lighten their burden?  And how many times do we open the Bible and read 
warnings about how wealth can seduce us into thinking we do not need God or anyone 
else…but instead of paying attention, we think surely Jesus was not asking us to use our 
resources to further the common good. 

4 
 Paul wrote, "I have fought the good fight, I have finished the race, I have kept the 
faith."  He was saying that because of the life and witness of Jesus he realized what the real 
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race was all about.  He realized that following in the way of Jesus was the only race worth 
running.6   

The race Paul was talking about had far more to do with following Jesus and loving 
God and neighbor than with making sure he never drew outside of the lines.   

Whether the race you are running be long or short, do your best to let it be the right 
race…the race shaped by love of God and neighbor.  Care more about letting your life be 
about loving God and neighbor then about drawing within the lines that cause you to miss 
the point.  It may well be God is calling us to dare to draw outside the lines.   
 May God be our guide…to the end that, as individuals and as a congregation, we 
may say with Paul, “I have fought the good fight, I have finished the race, I have kept the 
faith.”  Amen. 
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